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o many Spaniards the country’s journey T back to democratic rule probably seems 
like a wild toboggan ride. The hectic succession of devel- 
opments this year has done little to belie that impres- 
sion. 

During December, 1978, Spain’s post-Franco consti- 
tution was adopted and the parliamentary elections that 
took place within three months, on March I ,  resulted in  
major cha’nges in the political balance. Then, on April 3, 
came the first municipal elections Spain has held since 
the Thirties, producing unprecedented gains for the 
Left. By May what little political calm the country man- 
aged to preserve was diminished even further by the 
onset of a severe crisis within the Socialist Workers’ 
party, the country’s second most important political 
force. The midyear negotiations between Prime Minis- 
ter Adolfo SuLrez and the major political groups did 
arrive at long last at  an accord on autonomy status for 
the Basque and Catalonian regions, a development that 
served to break up a major political logjam. And as all 
these events were taking place, the climate of tension 
and uncertainty was being continually heightened by a 
numbing series of bombing outrages and assassinations 
that seems to have become a permanent feature of every- 
day life. 

f one judged by statistics alone, the out- I come of Spain’s March I parliamentary 
elections varied only slightly from the results of the first 
post-Franco balloting, which took place on June 15, 
1977. But while the existing balance between the two 
major contenders, the center-Right party of Prime Min- 
ister Suarez, the Union of the Democratic Center 
(UCD), and Felipe Gondlez’s Socialist Workers’ party 
(PSOE), appears to have been only slightly altered, clos- 
er examination indicates substantive changes in the 
political arena. 

The minority UCD government not only retained 
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power, it also gained a pivotal margin of parliamentary 
strength it had lacked, and this has permitted the coun- 
t ry  to be governed with relative stability. An essentially 
two-party system now seems solidly installed. The 
Socialists reaffirmed their status both as the principal 
opposition force and as the dominant party of the Left. 

However, the number of eligible voters who did not 
bother to vote in the March 1 election was approximate- 
ly 34 per cent, one of the highest nonparticipation rates 
registered by a Western European country in recent 
years. This provided added confirmation of a growth in 
voter apathy that has been increasingly evident over the 
past two years. The Union of the Democratic Center 
party, as a consequence, won a mandate to govern from 
fewer than one out of every four eligible voters. This, of 
course, is not unseemly by American standards, but it  is 
of serious concern for a European country, especially 
one whose return to popular rule has been of so recent a 
date. 

Spaniards also experienced their first real encounter 
with preelection polls and the powerful influence they 
can exert on the outcome. A number of leading publica- 
tions, including El Pais, the leading Madrid daily, and 
Cuntbio 16, the weekly news magazine, published polls - 
on election eve that uniformly predicted important gains 
for the Socialists. The UCD, they anticipated, would 
lose parliamentary seats and votes but retain a small 
plurality in the lower house, the Congress of Deputies. 
The PSOE was to end up with a greater number of 
votes. The polls also registered high levels of nonvoters 
and undecideds. 

Because these polls were sponsored by prestigious 
publications they received almost universal acceptance. 
Few seemed to have taken into account the possibility of 
last-minute shifts in voting trends. And since they indi- 
cated that neither party would end u p  with a parliamen- 
tary majority, the formation of a coalition government 
was widely regarded as a foregone conclusion. Perhaps 
more than any other party the Socialists based much of 
their campaign strategy on the accuracy of the poll find- 
ings. As March 1 drew near, the leadership, persuaded 
as to the nature of the election outcome, engaged in an 
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earnest debate on the pros and cons of entering a coali- 
tion government. 

Even the wily and astute Communist leader, Santiago 
Carrillo, embraced the conventional wisdom of a Social- 
ist advance, flatly predicting a postelection coalition 
government composed of the center-Right and the 
Socialists. The Communist party (PCE), therefore, cen- 
tered its principal attack on the Socialists, who were 
labeled backsliding “social democrats.” By voting Com- 
munist, voters would keep the Socialists honest during 
their forthcoming collaboration in the coalition govern- 
ment. From its end of the spectrum, the right-wing 
Democratic Coalition party (CD) argued. that if  voters 
in  sufficient numbers voted CD, it could replace the 
Socialists as the UCD’s coalition partner. 

An intruding factor was the Catholic Church. Prior to 
the March election it had consistently pursued a policy 
of nonintervention in  such temporal matters as political 
choice. At  least this was the case during the  June, 1977, 
parliamentary election and the constitutional referen- 
dum of last December. But a possible defeat of the cen- 
ter-Right prompted the Church hierarchy to abandon 
this policy, for a shift in the relation of political forces 
was viewed with serious misgivings. A senior aide to 
Cardinal Tarancon, who heads the powerful Council of 
Bishops, explained to me that t he  neiv constitution is 
vague on matters of concern to the Church. Hence, the 
party in power possesses wide latitude in interpreting 
constitutional provisions. 

Some weeks prior to the election, the Council of Bish- 
ops instructed Catholics to vote only for parties opposed 
to divorce and abortion, an action specifically directed 
against the Socialists and Communists. Although the 
issue of divorce is not particularly controversial for most 
Spaniards, abortion does elicit concern among Catho- 
lics, including many who tend to vote Left. No one 
knows to what extent the Church action affected the 
election outcome, but there is general agreement among 
knowledgeable Spaniards that it was a significant fac- 
tor. 

Dzmonstrating anew his gift for political maneuver, 
Adolfo Su6rez sensed a certain uncertainty among many 
voters concerning the Socialists’ capacity to assume 
responsibility for governing the country. As the cam- 
paign entered its final days, UCD launched a massive 
effort to exploit these doubts by emphasizing the 
“Marxist” character of PSOE. For four decades Span- 
iards had been told by the Franco regime that “commu- 
nism” and “Marxism” were the most heinous of evils. 
The fact that PSOE policy throughout the post-Franco 
transition has been practically indistinguishable from 
that of UCD and that Felipe Gonzilez last year pro- 
posed the elimination of any reference to the Marxist 
character of his party, was, of course, totally ignored. 

The UCD’s orchestrated campaign reached a climax 
with the election eve appearance of Sulrez on national 
television. Obviously inspired by Giscard d’Estaing’s 
final appeal to French voters in March, 1978, when a 
victory of the Socialist-Communist Union of the Left 
seemed imminent, Suarez took on the role of Horatio, 
guvdian of the bridge. Grim and terse, the former sec- 
retary general of Franco’s National Movement declared 

that at  stake was nothing less than a choice between the 
Western way of life and “Marxism.” “Apres nioi. le 
chaos. ” 

This gambit not only proved successful, its effect was 
centripetal, drawing votes froni both Left and Right. I n  
Madrid, a largely middle-class city, where the Socialists 
expected to make sizable gains, UCD was barely nosed 
out by five thousand votes. In  other areas in which 
Socialist strength was concentrated, PSOE drew appre- 
ciably less support than it  had hoped for. 

The UCD also strongly appealed to conservatives not 
to waste their support on the Democratic Coalition party 
(“el vofo ufil”) in the face of the Socialist peril. This 
had such a polarizing effect that the right-wing party 
ended up losing six of their previously held sixteen seats. 
A sufficient number of C D  supporters also deserted to 
the Far Right to assure the election of Blas Pinar, eau- 
dillo of the Fascist New Force. 

I t  was an impressive tour de force. By a single stroke 
Suarez simultaneously repelled a serious challenge from 
the Socialists and virtually consigned to political oblivi- 
on his party’s principal rival on the Right. 

he UCD also greatly benefited from an T election law that gave a disproportionate 
advantage in lower-house seat allocations to rural, 
sparsely populated provinces where the center-Right is 
strongest and disfavored the metropolitan areas in which 
the Left is influential. UCD as a consequence received 
35 per cent of the popular vote but won 48 per cent of 
the lower-house seats. PSOE also benefited, although to 
a lesser extent: 29.5 per cent of the votes, which trans- 
lated into 34.5 per cent of the seats. The Communist 
party was most disfavored, obtaining 6.5 per cent of the 
seats with 10.7 per cent of the vote. C D  did only slightly 
better, ending up with 3% fewer seats than votes. 

There were additional consequences for the van- 
quished. Now that UCD has appreciably reduced com- 
petition on the Right, it has become more difficult for 
opposing forces to challenge its future incumbency. Pro- 
fessor Jorge De Esteban of Madrid University, a leading 
authority on constitutional law and a member of the 
government’s advisory commission to study the electoral 
law, is convinced that unless the present law is changed, 
the Left can be kept out of power for many years to 
come. 

he leaders of the Democratic Coalition T party have drawn the lesson of their 
crushing defeat. The party’s nine-man group in the low- 
er  house has for all practical purposes accepted the role 
of UCD satellite, so that Suarez has usually been able to 
count on their support. This is important because the 
UCD is eight votes short of a parliamentary majority in 
the Congress of Deputies. 

For the Socialists the election outcome was a rude and 
painful experience. They had gone into the election with 
high expectations of registering significant advances in 
both popular support and parliamentary representation. 
Believing the voting trend to be moving in  their direc- 
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tion-undoubtedly it was up to a certain point-they 
conducted a low-key, issueless campaign to promote an 
image of the broadest acceptability. I t  was precisely this  
posture that made them vulnerable to the kind of attack 
so successfully launched by the center-Right. 

Faulty campaign strategy was only one of the factors 
contributing to the party’s failure to measure up to 
expectations. The drubbing PSOE took in two of its 
major strongholds, the Basque country and Andalucia, 
was largely due to an underestimation of the importancc 
of the regional autonomy issue. In both instances seats 
were lost to local home-rule parties. 

If, on balance, the Socialist electoral performance was 
not terribly impressive, it did include a number of bright 
spots. In  Catalonia and its capital, Barcelona, an area 
where PSOE is closely identified with regional aspira- 
tions (the party is semi-autonomous and bears the name 
“Socialists of Catalonia”), i t  did well. picking up two 
seats in  the lower house and generally reinforcing its 
position as the regiun’s principal par y. Significant gains 
were also made in traditionally cons a rvative provinces 
such as Galicia, Caceres, and Leon-Castilc, and nine 
additional seats were won in the Senate. 

“Spnriisli voters detiiotistrnted a prefereiice 
for the center-Right it1 the tia~iorial ballotirig 
but drariratically reversed the patterri in the 
local electioris. ,, 

he Communist party was able to increase T its parliamentary contingent by three, 
from twenty to twentythree, garnering 300,000 more 
votes than in 1977, a modestly respectable gain. Once 
again, the superior organizational capacity of the party 
and the devotion of its militants made possible an appre- 
ciably higher voter turnout among its supporters despite 
the generally high level of voter abstention. 

Viewed in proper context, however, the addition of 
300,000 votes is indeed modest. We must take into 
account some 3 million eighteen-year-olds added to the 
eligible voter rolls and also the low vote level recorded 
by the PCE in the 1977 election. 

Party leader Santiago Carrillo’s electoral objectives 
were essentially twofold: to prevent a Socialist advance 
and to accomplish a quantum step forward in  broaden- 
ing the party’s political influence. However, the ex- 
pected Socialist advance failed to materialize, primarily 
because of that party leadership’s shortcomings rather 
than as a result of Communist efforts. The hopes for 
PCE electoral gains had been based largely on the 
expectation of  enlarging its share of votes from among 
supporters of the Workers Commissions Trade Union 

Confederation (CCOO), which is controlled by the par- 
ty. But, as in  the past, this effort proved unsuccessful. 
As before, some 60 per cent cf CCOO membership 
voted Socialist. I n  Catalonia, which accounts for eight of 
the party’s twenty-three parliamentary seats, the out- 
come was equally disheartening. Not only did the party 
experience a slight vote decline, it also suffered a sting- 
ing humiliation in the Senate elections at  the hands of 
the Socialists. 

The relatively poor showing in the June, 1977, elec- 
tion-the first to be held after the death of Franco-had 
been blamed on the climate of fear and anticommunism 
carried over from the preceding four decades of authori- 
tarian rule. Over the past two years, however, through a 
combination of political agility and shrewd opportun- 
ism, Carrillo has succeeded in changing the party’s 
image. I t  is today an increasingly’integrated element in 
national politics and exercises a dominant role in trade 
union affairs. But the PCE has not yet achieved the 
status of a truly national political force. I t  registered 
small electoral gains in many areas, but its real influence 
is limited to five areas: Catalonia, the Levant, Madrid, 
Andalucia, and Asturia. Throughout the rest of Spain it  
remains a party of relatively marginal electoral appeal. 

remarkable aspect of the election was A the unprecedented popular support giv- 
en to the regionalist parties. Voter preference for parties 
advocating regional autonomy was generally limited in  
June, 1977, to the Basque area, Catalonia, and Aragon. 
This time home-rule parties scored important advances 
in Andalucia and the Canary Islands and made large 
gains in the Basque provinces. The size of the regionalist 
vote in Andalucia and the Basque country represcnted 
one of the big surprises of the election. In both instances 
the increased vote for local parties was largely at the 
expense of PSOE. 

The impressive vote for the regionalist Andalucian 
Socialist party was probably more a protest vote than a 
positive identification with home-rule aspirations. An- 
dalucia accounts for a third of Spain’s territory and pop- 
ulation. I n  many respects i t  resembles a Spanish Mez- 
zogiorno. I t  is underdeveloped and has more manpower 
than it can absorb. Furthermore, Andalucia has experi- 
enced since the advent of economic slump higher unem- 
ployment and greater economic distress than any other 
region. 

I n  the Basque provinces the radical nationalists scored 
substantial gains, complicating resolution of the regional 
autonomy issue. The moderate vote was reduced corre- 
spondingly, although the Basqbe Nationalist party 
(PNV), while losing one of its eight seats, managed to 
prescrve its status as the region’s leading party. The 
Socialists did poorly, particularly in  the industrial prov- 
inces of Vizcaya and Guipbzcoa, where they lost two 
seats. The big surprise was the impressive support given 
Herri Batasuna (Popular Unity), a coalition organized 
last year by various small radical left-wing separatist 
parties including LAIA, the political front for the ter- 
rorist ETA. It received 170,000 votes, giving it  three 
lower-house seats and one in the Senate. The Euskadiko 
Ezkerra (Basque Left), which also shares separatist sen- 
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timents but has evolved toward more moderate and 
rational positions, kept its lower-house seat. 

The drastic alteration in the correlation of political 
forces this represents is partly the conseqdence of the 
government’s past failures to reach an accommodation 
with the moderate forces in  the Basque region. 

he results of Spain’s first free municipal T elections since the early Thirties, on 
April 3, explain why Suirez chose to delay them until 
after the parliamentary election. Following in the foot- 
steps of their French neighbors, Spanish voters demon- 
strated a preference for the center-Right in the national 
balloting, but dramatically reversed the pattern in the 
local elections. Lacking the galvanizing issue of fear that 
served so effectively on March 1, some 4 per cent fewer 
voters bothered to cast their ballots for UCD candidates. 
But despite the overall drop in the number of voters, 
PSOE was able to maintain the same percentage of elec- 
toral support it received in March, and the Communists 
advanced appreciably, registering a 3 per centjncrease. 

It was a major victory for the Left. Communists and 
Socialists together now dominate 1,800 municipalities, 
and these contain 70 per cent of the country’s popula- 
tion. But the bulk of Spain’s innumerable small towns 
and villages remain under the control of UCD. Most of 
the large cities, including Madrid, Barcelona, and 
Valencia, now have Socialist mayors; the Andalucian 
provincial capital of Cordoba is presided over by a Com- 
munist. The outcome also confirmed the increased sup- 
port for the regional parties that was so marked a feature 
of the March 1 election. 

The Left’s success was due to an electoral pact 
between the Socialists and Communists. Without this 
collaboration the Left would not have been able to gain 
control of the city halls of Spain’s principal metropolitan 
centers. This cooperation has also inaugurated a new 
stage in the hitherto difficult and acrimonious relations 
between PSOE and the PCE. To  make inroads among 
Socialist supporters, the PCE has long sought to induce 
PSOE collaboration at  various levels. The Socialists, on 
the other hand, traditionally wary of getting too close to 
the Communists, found themselves constrained to enter 
into a marriage of necessity. The newly established col- 
laboration at the local level is turning out to be a diffi- 
cult one. 

he erratic political behavior of Prime T Minister Su6rez continues to confound 
and fascinate most Spanish and foreign observers. 
Extended periods of procrastination and immobility are 
often succeeded by brief interludes of intense activity. 

Such has been the experience in negotiations over the 
issue of regional autonomy for the Basques and Catalo- 
nians. For many months Madrid’s failure to engage in 
serious negotiations with the Basque moderates had led 
to increasing deterioration in that violence-torn region. 
A mounting sense of frustration and an endless cycle of 
killings led to growing support for the terforist-separa- 
tist ETA. The prolonged climate of tension and violence 
has brought this formerly prosperous industrial area to 
the brink of economic disaster. 

Such disquieting developments and government inac- 
tion gave the impression of weakness and indecision. 
Editorialists wrote in  disparaging terms of the growing 
incapacity of the Suarezcabinet to govern the country. 
Then, suddenly, in a brief frenzy of intense consulta- 
tions, Adolfo Suarez succeeded in hammering out mutu-  
ally acceptable regional statutes for both Catalonia and 
the Basque provinces. He has, as a result, successfully 
defused the most serious threat confronting the country. 
And now that the autonomy issue seems to be on the 
way to solution, collaboration between the center parties 
of the  two regions and Suirez’s governing Union of the 
Democratic Center looms as a distinct possibility, one 
that would strengthen the dominant role of center-Right 
forces in the political life of the country. 

But the granting of home rule to the Basques does not 
signify an end to the violence perpetrated by the separa- 
tist ETA. Although the more moderate “ETA Politico- 
Militar” has agreed to end its terrorist activities and to 
promote zfcceptance of the autonomy statute, the faction 
known as “ETA-Militar” has vowed to continue its cam- 
paign of violence until the goal of an independent 
Basque nation is achieved. The Herri Batasuna that is 
close to.ETA-Militar has also denounced the accord as a 
sellout and continues to advocate separatist solutions. 

Since the afinouncement of the autonomy accord in 
August, ETA-Militar’s campaign of killings and bomb- 
ings has resumed with renewed fury. I t  is the hope of the 
moderates in  the region that, as Basques assume increas- 
ing responsibility for various public functions, popular 
support for ETA and Herri Batasuna will lessen. But no 
one expects the violence to end soon. For an indetermi- 
nate future the killings, which the police seem incapable 
of stopping, will continue to be an everyday occurrence 
in the life of .the violence-weary Basques. 

n the midst of such major political events I the Socialists found themselves forced to 
accept the role of passive spectator. For they had 
become distracted by the onset of a serious internal 
controversy over the ideological character of their party. 

The crisis was due mainly to the legacy of a long 
underground existence during the dictatorship and to 
the political evolution of the post-Franco period. Freshly 
emerged after years of illegality, PSOE in 1976 adopted 
a party program that fairly bristles with radical, leftist 
rhetoric. But under the intelligent leadership of Felipe 
Gondlez,  a man held in great esteem by Willy Brandt 
and Olof Palme, the party has generally pursued a mod- 
erate course. However, a combination of miscalculations 
by Gondlez  and the disparity of views that has emerged 
between a moderate leadership and many of the organi- 
zation’s Activists, most of whom have been party mem- 
bers for two years or less, set the stage for an explosive 
confrontation. The disappointing results of the March 
elections provided the spark. The end result was a chaot- 
ic congress in May that served as an emotional catharsis 
but was politically inconclusive. 

Distracted from a serious discussion of major issues 
confronting the country as befits an organization with 
hopes of becoming Spain’s principal political force, the 
congress instead became embroiled in a dispute over the 
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“Marxist” character of the party. Gondlez  and the 
leadership had urged the congress to confer a broader, 
inclusive doctrinal identity. The large majority vote in  
favor of an exclusive “Marxist” ideological tag, there- 
fore, represented a serious rebuff for the leadership. I t  
also dramatically spotlighted the growing pains of a par- 
ty that has been transformed within only three years 
from a small semi-clandestine organization to a great 
popular movement boasting a claimed membership of 
200,000 and with supporters occupying the mayoralties 
of most large cities. 

When i t  became apparent that he was not going to 
prevail, Gonzilez refused to be a candidate for reelec- 
tion as party general secretary. I t  was an astute move 
that served to disarm his opponents and had the salutary 
effect of political shock therapy on many of the party 
faithful. I t  also persuaded many congress delegates, for 
whom Gonzdez is a charismatic idol, to vote in favor of 
holding a special congress in- late September to review 
basic policies and elect a new leadership. 

Gondlez and his supporters emerged victorious from 
that special congress, which was held on September 28 
and 29. The intervening months since the May congress 
apparently servcd to persuade many in the party who 
initially supported radical policies to reverse themselves. 
The new leadership, which includes the reelected Gon- 
zilez as PSOE general secretary, has been given a strong 
mandate to maintain the party’s moderate course. 

PSOE’s identity crisis may be patched over for the 
time being, but resolving the  underlying problems of 
adequate integration of the large mass of recent party 
entrants and developing greater ideological homogeneity 
are going to require time and added exposure to practi- 
cal problem solving. 

To what extent the current internal upheaval has 
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adversely affected the party’s popular standing cannot 
be determined. Fortunately, the next national elections 
are sufficiently in the future-not before 1983, if  the 
present government fills out its four-year term-to per- 
mit any necessary recouping of voter support. 

antiago Carrillo has succeeded in trans- S forming the Communist party into a 
credible component of the country’s new political sys- 
tem. But despite the progress registered in the recent 
elections, t h e  PCE remains a junior partner in national 
political affairs and within the Left. It has not thus far 
been able to make significant inroads into the Socialist 
electoral support that is a prerequisite for its own 
advancement. But the collaboration at  the municipal lev- 
el now provides an opportunity for political exploitation, 
one that may offer the best chance yet to achieve eventu- 
ally the quantum advance that has thus far eluded it. 

n imposing backlog of serious problems A confronts the country, and these must 
be dealt with adequately and soon lest the resulting frus- 
trations generate destabilizing effects on existing politi- 
cal and economic structures. Inflation is expected to 
repeat the 16 per cent rate recorded last year, and unem- 
ployment has probably reached an alarming 10 per cent, 
both figures among the highest in Western Europe. Ter- 
rorism may grow and take on menacing proportions. But 
the accomplishments thus far have been truly remark- 
able. Most countries of southern Europe live on the edge 
of crisis and instability. Viewed in this context, Spain’s 
ability to conduct successfully a democratic transforma- 
tion after four decades of authoritarian rule is all the 
more impressive. I t  offers a basis for cautious optimism 
about the future. IB?%!l 
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